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Abstract
Background: In preterm neonates, the cardiovascular and cerebral vascular control is
immature, making the brain vulnerable to an increased incidence of hypoxic and hyperoxic
episodes. Aim: The aim of the study was to apply the recently developed multiple Einstein’s
cross wavelet analysis (MECWA) to quantify the coupling of fluctuations of peripherally
measured arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2), cerebral tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) and
heart rate (HR). Methods: Two long-term measurements on preterm neonates with a
gestational age at birth of 26.4 and 26.8 weeks and a postnatal age of 2.1 and 3.9 weeks
were analyzed. MECWA was applied to SpO2, StO2 and HR. Results: MECWA showed that
the fluctuations of SpO2, StO2 and HR were synchronized in the low-frequency range with
periods of ~1 h and ~0.5 h. The amplitudes of the synchronization frequencies were
dependent on the individual neonate. Discussion: MECWA is a useful novel tool to assess
the coupling of physiological signals. The parameters determined by MECWA seem to be
related to the chronobiological processes, as well as constant regulations of the
cardiovascular and cerebral perfusion state. Conclusion: MECWA was able to identify
long-term synchronization of the cardiovascular and cerebral perfusion state in preterm
neonates with periods of ~1 h and ~0.5 h.

1 Introduction
Due to the immature cardiovascular and cerebral vascular system in preterm neonates,
fluctuations in arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2) and cerebral tissue oxygenation (StO2)
can lead to episodes of intermittent hypoxia and hyperoxia, resulting in a high risk of brain
injuries with subsequent neurological morbidity and mortality [1–5].
Long-term (i.e., several hours) monitoring of changes in SpO2 and StO2 offers insights
into tissue oxygenation and the regulation of hemodynamics. In a previous study in
preterm neonates [6] we found that the fluctuations in SpO2, SaO2, heart rate (HR) and
fractional tissue-oxygen extraction, measured over several hours, showed properties (i.e.
coupling of the signals and oscillations present) dependent on the individual subject.
The aim of our study was to apply a novel signal processing method to these signals in
order to analyze the coupling of them. With this study, we aimed to obtain novel insights
into properties of cerebral and systemic hemodynamic fluctuations and their
interdependences in preterm neonates.

2 Data and Methods
2.1 Subjects, Instrumentation and Experimental Protocol
Two long-term measurements on preterm neonates from a dataset of 20 single
measurements (conducted during the night, i.e., from ~10 pm to ~6 am) were selected for
the analysis. The selection criterion was high data quality, i.e., few artifacts and gaps. The
measurements were performed on two preterms with a gestational age of 26.4 and 26.8
weeks and a postnatal age of 2.1 and 3.9 weeks (for further details about the neonates, see
Table 1). The measurements were approved by the local ethics committee, and written
informed consent was obtained from the parents before the study. The datasets used are
the same as those analyzed by our previous study investigating another signal processing
and data analysis framework [6].
Absolute values of StO2 were measured over the left prefrontal cortex (PFC) employing
an in-house developed multi-distance near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) oximeter
(OxyPrem, 4 × 3 [760, 805, 870 nm] light sources, two source-detector distances, [1.5 and
2.5 cm]; calculation of StO2 based on the self-calibrating approach) [7]. HR and SpO2 were
measured by a standard patient monitor (Infinity Delta XL, Dräger, Germany).

2.2 Signal Processing and Data Analysis
Since only low-frequency fluctuations were of interest for our study, and to increase the
signal-to- noise- ratio (SNR), all signals (SpO2, StO2, HR) were first down sampled to
0.05 Hz and an additional low-pass filter was applied (locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing, window length: 300 s). For each of the two datasets, a specific interval was
chosen for the subsequent analysis containing only data without any signal distortions
(271 min and 308 min, respectively).
Multiple Einstein’s cross wavelet analysis (MECWA) was applied to both datasets with
the three input signals SpO2, StO2 and HR to quantify the coupling of fluctuations. The
signals were normalized (z-score) and linearly detrended before. MECWA is a recently
developed specific type of cross wavelet transform [8] that uses a cross function originally
proposed by Einstein [9] and generalizes the concept so that more than two signals can
serve as an input. MECWA enables to analyze the time-frequency coupling of the signals
with the multiple Einstein’s cross wavelet power (MECWP) representing the main
characteristic of the coupling. The main advantage of MECWA compared to a conventional
Wavelet analysis is that MECWA allows having more than two input signals.

Fig 1. Visualization of the analyzed signals (StO2, SpO2 and HR) of both data sets.

3 Results, Discussion, Conclusion and Outlook
The SpO2, StO2 and HR signals from the two datasets used for the analysis are depicted
in Fig. 1. The results of the MECWA are shown in Fig. 2. The results can be summarized
as follows:





Both preterm neonates showed a coupling of SpO2, StO2 and HR in the low-frequency
range with periods of ~1 h and ~0.5 h.
The amplitudes of the coupling were dependent on the individual neonate: preterm #1
had a strong coupling with an oscillatory period (τ) of 0.5483 h and a weaker one (i.e.,
49.9% of the power of that of the first one) with τ = 0.87038 h. In preterm #2 this trend
was reversed: the lower frequency oscillation of coupling (τ = 1.031 h) was stronger than
the higher-frequency one (τ = 0.54617 h). The latter was only 0.94% of the power of the
first one.

How can these results be interpreted physiologically? First, the results indicate that
spontaneous long-term changes in cerebral and systemic hemodynamics/oxygenation (StO2
vs. SpO2 and HR) are synchronized to each other. Second, this synchronization is in a
specific frequency range with periods of ~1 h and ~0.5 h. It is known that neonates exhibit
a sleep-wake cycle in this frequency range (τ = 50–60 min, quiet sleep phase duration:
~20 min) [10]. A change in HR during the sleep cycle (quiet vs. active sleep) was also
reported to be present in neonates [11, 12]. The synchronization frequencies observed in
our Fig. 1 study match well with these frequencies, indicating that the cerebral-systemic
hemodynamic state is modulated by the sleep-wake cycle or by changes in the sleep state.
The long-term oscillations observed seem thus to be related to chronobiological processes.
The reason why preterm neonate #1 showed a modulation coupling with a higher
frequency than preterm neoante #2 is not directly obvious. Many reasons could account for
this. Whereas the GA as well as weight, FiO2, Hct and Hb were similar in both neonates,
the type of respiration was different: preterm neonate #1 was on mechanical ventilation
(SIMV) whereas preterm neonate #2 was breathing spontaneously.
In conclusion, using long-term measurements on two preterm neonates, we
demonstrated the applicability of a novel signal-processing method, MECWA, to
investigate the coupling of cerebral and systemic hemodynamic signals in the timefrequency space. A limitation of our study is that only data from two neonates are reported
in the present manuscript. More data sets are available and will be analyzed in the future.
Low-frequency oscillations in the coupling were observed, indicating that the cerebral
and systemic hemodynamic state is especially synchronized in the low-frequency region
(i.e., with period lengths of >20 min). As already indicated in our previous publication [6],
analysis of spontaneous fluctuations of cerebral and systemic hemodynamic signals and
their synchronization offer novel insights into the physiological state of the neonate
investigated which are not assessed routinely. The present approach could be extended by
also adding the arterial carbon dioxide pressure (PaCO2) signal to the input signals for
MECWA since fluctuations in PaCO2 are also relevant for hemodynamic state in preterm
neonates [13]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of MECWA to
human NIRS data.

Fig. 2 Visualization of the MECWA results for the two datasets. (a) dataset 1 (preterm neonate #1),
(b) dataset 2 (preterm neonate #2).
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